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RECOMMENDED HAIR & SCALP SOLUTIONS
WITH MASSAGE THERAPY



EXPRESS TREATMENT

1. Shampoo your hair twice with your preferred Rhassoul  
 Shampoo
2. Rinse thoroughly and towel dry
3. Apply your preferred Rhassoul conditioner and detangle  
 with a wide tooth comb and rinse
4. Finish by spraying Heat Protect to provide thermal
 protection and style as normal

AT HOME TREATMENTS

For fine, lifeless or oily hair we 
recommend Rhassoul Revitalise 

Energizing

FINE, OILY OR CURLY HAIR 

Shampoo – Rhassoul Revitalise Energizing. This is a lightweight 
formulation that offers strengthening properties (Guar Bean, Vitamin B5 and 
Soy proteins to strengthen).

Conditioner – Rhassoul Revitalise Energizing Conditioner.

Treatment – Once a month treat hair using Hair Recovery Masque and leave 
in for 2-5 minutes for a nourishing reparative treatment.

COARSE, TEXTURED AND COLOURED HAIR.  HAIR & SCALP ARE DRY 
& REQUIRES EXTRA MOISTURE

Shampoo – Rhassoul Colour Care Moisturising. Highly moisture enriched and 
conditioning (Olive Oil extract) with Panthenol to protect hair and lock in 
moisture.

Conditioner - Use Rhassoul Colour Care Moisturising Conditioner alone or for 
an intense deep hydration combine with approx 5gm Hair Recovery Masque. 
Massage into the mid lengths and ends or concentrate on the most damaged 
areas.

Treatment – Once a month treat hair using Hair Recovery Masque and leave 
in for 5 minutes for maximum treatment penetration.

HAIR & SCALP PRESCRIPTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

FORTNIGHTLY TREATMENTS

Create a soothing environment before you begin by lighting a few candles
and diffusing some relaxing essential oils such as lavender or rose.

1. Thoroughly brush your hair through before shampooing twice with
 your preferred Rhassoul Shampoo, rinse thoroughly, and towel dry
2. Apply Hair Recovery Treatment Masque and detangle with a wide
 tooth comb
3. Massage scalp with fingertips, apply more product on the ends if they’re  
 particularly dry and damaged
4. To increase product penetration into the hair, prepare a hot towel by
 wetting a hand towel under the tap and placing in the microwave for
 approximately 30 seconds
5. Apply over the hair for 1-3 minutes
6. Rinse the treatment from your hair and towel dry

For dry and damaged hair we 
recommend Rhassoul Colour Care 

Moisturising



BENEFITS OF HEAD MASSAGE

Scalp massage has long been considered a relaxing therapeutic experience.
It stimulates blood circulation, promotes the transport of vital nutrients in the body 
and may assist in relieving headaches, tension and stress. 

Massage is also appreciated for it‘s “strong sense of well being”. Providing a scalp 
massage in conjunction with a prescribed hair treatment can greatly benefit the hair, 
scalp and body. 

Diagnose and select the best Rhassoul Shampoo, to accommodate the hair type. 
Dampen the hair with water and cleanse once or twice.

Select the Hair Recovery Masque and commence with the chosen massage.

Promotes Hair Growth -
 Increases the blood flow in the scalp and therefore may increase hair growth.

Can lower blood pressure -
 It not a secret!  Destressing can assist in easing away the daily stresses and promoting a sense  
 of relaxation and calmness. Therefore has a positive effect on the blood vessels and lowering 
 pressure.

Reduces tension headaches -
 This is such a common cause of pain for many people and often the pain is situated 
 behind the eyes or in the neck.  Muscle contractions or poor posture can be major trigger.   
 Studies show a scalp massage can help to reduce the intensity, longevity and frequency  
 of tension headaches.  We believe the sense of relaxtion experienced during a head and scalp  
 massage contributes greatly to eradicating the headache.  

As with any pain or ailments experienced Leyton House recommend seeking professional medical 
advice.

3 REASONS TO HAVE A HEAD MASSAGE



DEEP RELAXATION
1. Begin by placing light/medium pressure over the head with your fingertips starting at  
 the front hairline
2.  Move your hands from front hairline to nape with even pressure several times, 
 covering the full head
3.  Recommence at the front hairline - gently rotate your fingertips circling inwards
 towards the top of the head with both hands
4.  Ensure your fingertips push through the hair and make contact with the scalp
5.  Maintain even pressure and balance throughout the process
6.  Move down towards the ears, back of head and nape
7.  Cover all areas slowly and evenly then use the same motion to move forward to the  
 front of the head, repeat several times
8.  Finish with steps 1 & 2
9.  Duration 3 – 5 minutes

MASSAGE TECHNIQUES

INVIGORATING & UPLIFTING 
 
1.  Begin by placing light/medium pressure over the head with your fingertips starting  
 at the front hairline
2.  Move your hands from front hairline to nape with even pressure several times, 
 covering the full head
3.  Recommence at the front hair line using the balls of your fingers in rapid movements  
 over the scalp
4.  Firmly move the fingers in a circular motion starting at the front hairline moving back  
 towards the nape several times
5.  This vigorous movement may make the scalp tingle
6.  Recommence at the crown, firmly hold mid size sections of hair and gently pull  
 directly out from the scalp, move forward
 to the front hairline then down to the
 nape, repeat several times. Be particularly
 gentle with the temple area
7. Finish with steps 1 & 2
8.  Duration 3 – 5 minutes
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